Directions to ERI@N
CleanTech One (CTO)

**Driving**
- PIE (towards Tuas)
- Take exit 36 towards Jalan Bahar
- Turn right onto Jalan Bahar
- Turn left onto Nanyang Avenue
- Turn left onto CleanTech View
- Turn right onto CleanTech Loop
- Enter CleanTech One Lobby for drop off / parking

**Public Transport**
Via MRT & Public Bus: Take the Green line towards Joo Koon and alight at Boon Lay station.

Proceed to the Boon Lay Bus Interchange and board Bus No. 199.

Alight 6 stops later at the “Bef Lor Danau” bus stop (#27171) and walk to CTO lobby via the carpark.

Turning into CTO  
CTO Lobby (Ground Lvl)  
Reception @ Lvl 2M